MEDIA FACT SHEET

OVERVIEW

Modern style and superior customer service is
what sets Crown Metropol Perth apart. Within
the sheer expanse of the hotel reception, two
polished black granite portals juxtapose against
Spanish limestone, stainless steel and mirror clad
interiors which throw fragments of reflected
light throughout the hotel. The ten-storey hotel
which underwent a $125 million transformation
in 2012, comprises of 397 guest rooms and two
VIP Mansions that take contemporary luxury
to a new level.
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With breathtaking views of Perth, Crown
Metropol’s exclusive four bedroom Mansions offer
guests exceptionally luxurious accommodation.
The privately-gated Mansions are separate to the
main resort and provide guests with the utmost
exclusivity and seclusion.
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GUEST ROOMS

INFINITY SUITES

Starting at 42 square metres each of the 397
guest rooms feature a series of black timber
frames which arch across the ceiling to create
separate zones, highlighting the different
functions of the areas while maintaining a sense
of openness. A warm palette has been utilised
to embrace the glow of the West Australian sun
along with black and polished stainless steel,
which creates intricate design details.

Offering 180 degree views of the Perth city skyline,
the Infinity Suites are opulent accommodation
options at Crown Metropol Perth. The suites boast
custom made furnishings, with the very finest of
facilities for guests from a dining table that can
seat up to 10 people through to 72” lounge LCD
TV with a BOSE cinema surround sound system,
an Apple MAC desktop computer, iPads and
Apple TV. Guests can also enjoy the year round
warm Perth climate with each suite containing
its own private open space including outdoor
dining and BBQ.

Crown Metropol Perth
features the following room types:
ROOM TYPE

NO. OF ROOMS

SIZE (m2)

Luxe King

123

42

Luxe Twin

110

42

Luxe View King

88

42

Luxe View Twin

24

42

Luxe King Spa

31

42

Loft

15

150

Infinity Suite

2

450

Infinity
Presidential Suite

2

490

Mansion

2

629

LUXE KING

THE MANSIONS

The secluded and privately gated Mansions
overlook the Swan River — providing the ideal
location for a secret oasis stay right through
to the perfect venue for exclusive events,
weddings and executive meetings delivered with
a difference. The privately gated Mansions are
situated separate to the resort and provide guests
with the utmost exclusivity and seclusion.
Guests can enjoy the open plan living and dining
areas that extends out to a private pool and
entertaining terrace not to mention the Butlers
kitchen, study, gymnasium, and four oversized
bedrooms with adjoining ensuites. The Mansions
also feature intuitive technology capabilities
available in six languages that provide a seamless
stay — including the television, iPod, DVD, lights,
curtains, blinds, laptop and karaoke.

INFINITY SUITE
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9 LOUNGE

THE KIDS HUB

With tranquil views spanning Perth’s south and
an intimate balcony overlooking the rolling hills
of Perth’s east, 9 Lounge, located on level nine,
offers a host of complimentary benefits for guests
staying in Luxe King Spa rooms, Loft Suites and
Infinity Suites. The lounge’s décor showcases
Blainey North’s architectural aesthetic with
custom-made, art-deco inspired furniture, rich
blue hues, large dining and bar areas, and distinct
lounges featured throughout. Guests can enjoy
added luxuries including buffet breakfast,
pre-dinner drinks and canapés.

Adjacent to Poolside, The Kids Hub is our indoor
play venue suitable for children aged 16 and under
which features gaming consoles, hockey, drawing
table, DVDs and much more.

POOLSIDE

Surrounded by glamorous day beds, Poolside
features a large main pool, relaxation pool and
a family friendly pool complete with children’s
waterslides. While soaking up the renowned
Perth sunshine, guests can indulge at the al fresco
Poolside Bar & Grill with its sumptuous menu
of fresh food and refreshing drinks.

9 LOUNGE

THE PAVILION

The Pavilion is a sophisticated poolside retreat
located adjacent to the resort pool which is
made up of six exclusive cabanas. The Pavilion
has been designed specifically for privacy, peace
and comfort. Each cabana includes two poolside
sun beds, use of The Pavilion private pool, indoor
couch, high definition plasma television, towels,
robes, slippers, mini bar, dedicated area host,
newspapers and magazines and access to
world-class dining options.

POOLSIDE
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DINING

With premium restaurants including Silks, Nobu,
Bistro Guillaume and Rockpool delivering world
class fine-dining experiences, Crown Perth is home
to some of the best restaurants in Perth — and
in total boasts 39 bar and dining options onsite.
ATRIUM

The Atrium Buffet has become the quintessence
of buffet dining in Perth. Set within Crown
Metropol Perth’s lobby, Atrium is the city’s
premium buffet dining venue. The generous food
offering includes stunning seafood, delectable
antipasto, a comprehensive Asian section, a wide
choice of Western and European dishes, and a
dessert bar that must be seen to be believed.

THE OFFICE

Inspired by the stylish neighbourhood bistros
of Paris, Bistro Guillaume Perth offers a modern
menu rich with French classics. Boasting vibrant
lime greens offset by white decor, Bistro Guillaume
evokes the ambience of Paris bistros with a
uniquely Australian feature — overlooking the
sparkling resort pool.
LA VIE CHAMPAGNE LOUNGE

Guests can escape to the opulent sophistication of
La Vie Perth and indulge in unparalleled selection
of Champagne, fine wines, spirits and elegant
cocktails. The La Vie bar interior takes inspiration
from Champagne, with its rich colour palette of
red, peach and gold with characteristic bubbles
associated with this famed region in France.
Located just inside the foyer of Crown Metropol
Perth is the wonderfully elegant Lobby Lounge.
Guests can take a break with a freshly brewed
aromatic tea or coffee, while enjoying either a
leisurely breakfast, an afternoon of elegance with
a sweet and savoury high tea or tempt your taste
buds with a delicious seafood antipasto platter,
cheese platter or fresh oysters.
BISTRO GUILLAUME

Crown Perth is one of the most in demand
locations for events and conferences in Perth
thanks to its dynamic integrated resort offering
including three accommodation options —
totalling 1,200 guest rooms.
Across the resort, Crown Perth offers a range of
options for all types of events and conferences
with spaces that are perfect for intimate
gatherings to large gala dinners and business
conferences — with facilities for up to 3,500
delegates including three spectacular ballrooms.

BISTRO GUILLAUME

LOBBY LOUNGE

EVENTS & CONFERENCES

At Crown Metropol, The Office is the hotel’s
exclusive business zone, where guests can
organise their day, meet with clients or colleagues,
or simply work uninterrupted in stylish,
contemporary surrounds. Featuring a meeting
room, boardroom and high speed internet
workstations.
CROWN METROPOL HAIR SALON

Whether you require a glamorous red carpet look
or you’re simply seeking some pampering time,
our dedicated hair stylists will leave you glowing.
Or perhaps it’s a complete colour consultation,
special occasion application or a quick touchup, our makeup professionals will create a fresh,
stylish look.
Surrounded by our tailored manicure and
pedicure stations, the nail bar caters for both
individual and group bookings.

GRAND BALLROOM
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PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

WEATHER

NEARBY ATTRACTIONS

Perth’s year round warm climate and variety
of unique landscapes make the city a favourite
holiday destination. The pleasant and enjoyable
climate is ideal for outdoor fine dining and
reinforces Perth’s reputation as a worldrenowned food and wine region.

Guests of Crown Metropol Perth can discover
a host of nearby attractions from the rich
combination of unbeatable wineries, fine food,
captivating history, and stunning scenery of
Western Australia’s Swan Valley to the picturesque
scenery, a casual atmosphere and some of the
world’s most premium beaches to be found on
Rottnest Island.

Overall, Western Australia is famous for its
long days of sunshine, spotless blue skies
and pristine white sandy beaches.
LOCATION

Situated only 15 minutes away from both the
domestic and international airports and 10
minutes from Perth Central Business District,
Crown Metropol Perth is the ultimate destination
for both the leisure and corporate traveller,
with many nearby tourist attractions and an
experienced Concierge team to help guests plan
and make their touring arrangements.
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